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Abstract—Recently, there has been growing use of deep neural
networks in many modern speech-based systems such as speaker
recognition, speech enhancement, and emotion recognition. Inspired by this success, we propose to address the task of voice activity detection (VAD) by incorporating auditory and visual modalities
into an end-to-end deep neural network. We evaluate our proposed
system in challenging acoustic environments including high levels
of noise and transients, which are common in real-life scenarios.
Our multimodal setting includes a speech signal captured by a microphone and a corresponding video signal capturing the speaker’s
mouth region. Under such difficult conditions, robust features need
to be extracted from both modalities in order for the system to accurately distinguish between speech and noise. For this purpose,
we utilize a deep residual network, to extract features from the
video signal, while for the audio modality, we employ a variant of
WaveNet encoder for feature extraction. The features from both
modalities are fused using multimodal compact bilinear pooling
to form a joint representation of the speech signal. To further encode the temporal information, we feed the fused signal to a long
short-term memory network and the system is then trained in an
end-to-end supervised fashion. Experimental results demonstrate
the improved performance of the proposed end-to-end multimodal
architecture compared to unimodal variants for VAD. Upon the
publication of this paper, we will make the implementation of our
proposed models publicly available at https://github.com/iariav/
End-to-End-VAD and https://israelcohen.com.
Index Terms—Audio-visual speech processing, voice activity
detection, deep neural networks, WaveNet.

I. INTRODUCTION
OICE activity detection constitutes an essential part of
many modern speech-based systems, and its applications
can be found in various domains. A partial list of such domains
includes speech and speaker recognition, speech enhancement,
dominant speaker identification, and hearing-improvement devices. In many cases, voice activity detection is used as a preliminary block to separate the segments of the signal that contain
speech from those that contain only noise and interferences, thus
enabling the overall system to, e.g., perform speech recognition
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only on speech segments, or change the noise reduction method
between speech/noise segments.
Traditional methods of voice activity detection mostly rely on
the assumption of quasi-stationary noise, i.e., the noise spectrum
changes at a much lower rate than the speech signal. One group
of such methods are those based on simple acoustic features
such as zero-crossing rate and energy values in short time intervals [1]–[3]. More advanced methods are model-based methods
that focus on estimating a statistical model for the noisy signal
[4]–[7]. The performance of such methods usually significantly
deteriorates in the presence of even moderate levels of noise.
Moreover, they cannot correctly model highly non-stationary
noise and transient interferences, which are common in real life
scenarios and are within the main scope of this study, since
the spectrum of transients, similarly to the spectrum of speech,
often rapidly varies over time [8].
Apart from the statistical approaches noted above, more recent methods have been developed using machine learning
techniques [9], [10], and more specifically, using deep neural
networks. In recent years, deep neural networks achieved
groundbreaking improvements on several pattern recognition
benchmarks in areas such as image classification [11], speech
and speaker recognition [12] and even multimodal tasks such
as visual question answering [13]. Deep networks were successfully used to extract useful signal representations from raw
data, and more specifically, several studies have also shown
the favorable property of deep networks to model the inherent structure contained in the speech signal [14]. Deep neural
networks were recently utilized in several modern voice activity detectors; Zhang and Wu [15] proposed to extract a set of
predefined acoustic features, e.g., Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), from a speech signal and then feed these
features to a deep-belief network (DBN) in order to obtain a
more meaningful representation of the signal. They then used a
linear classifier to perform speech detection. Thomas et al. [16]
fed a convolutional neural network (CNN) with the log-Mel
spectrogram together with its delta and delta-delta coefficients
and trained the CNN to perform voice activity detection.
Despite showing improved performance compared to traditional methods, these networks classify each time frame independently, thus ignoring existing temporal relations between
consecutive time frames. To alleviate this issue, several studies have suggested methods for modeling temporal relations
between consecutive time frames [17]. More modern methods
rely on recurrent neural networks (RNN) to incorporate previous inputs into the classification process, thus utilizing the
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signal’s temporal information [18]–[20]. Hughes and Mierle
[21] extracted Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features from
a speech signal and fed them to a multi-layered RNN with
quadratic polynomial nodes to perform speech detection. Lim
et al. [22] proposed to transform the speech signal using a shorttime Fourier transform and use a CNN to extract high-level representation for the signal. This new representation was then fed
to an LSTM to exploit the temporal structure of the data. These
methods however still mostly rely on hand-crafted audio features, and often misclassify frames that contain both speech
and transients as non-speech frames, since transients often
appear more dominant than speech.
Although most of the current work on voice activity detection
concentrates around the subject’s audio signal, recent methods
proposed to make use of other modalities, such as visual information, to improve the voice detection [23]–[31]. The advantages of using a multimodal setting are most prominent when
dealing with demanding acoustic environments, where high levels of acoustic noise and transient interferences are present since
the video signal is entirely invariant to the acoustic environment.
Therefore, proper incorporation of the video signal can significantly improve voice detection, as we show in this paper. Ngiam
et al. [32] proposed a Multimodal Deep Autoencoder for feature
extraction from audio and video modalities. A bimodal DBN
was used for the initialization of the deep autoencoder, and then
the autoencoder was fine-tuned to minimize the reconstruction
error of the two modalities. Zhang et al. [33] used a CNN for
classifying emotions in a multimodal setting. They applied two
separate CNNs, the first operating on the mel-spectrogram of
an audio signal and the second on a video recording of a subject’s face. The features extracted using the two CNNs were
concatenated and fed to a deep fully connected neural network
to perform the classification. Dov et al. [34] proposed to obtain
separate low dimensional representations of the audio and video
signals using diffusion maps [35]. The two modalities were then
fused by a combination of speech presence measures, which are
based on spatial and temporal relations between samples of the
signal in the low dimensional domain. In our previous work
[36], we proposed a deep architecture comprised of a transient
reducing autoencoder and an RNN for voice activity detection.
Features were extracted from both modalities and fed to the transient reducing autoencoder which was trained to both reduce the
effect of transients and merge the modalities. The output of the
autoencoder was fed to an RNN that incorporated temporal data
to the speech presence/absence classification.
The great majority of works described above still make use
of commonly hand-crafted features in audio or visual modality.
To alleviate the need for hand-crafted features, a few studies
proposed to adopt an end-to-end approach and use the raw, unprocessed data as input while utilizing as little human apriori
knowledge as possible [37]. The motivation behind this being
that a deep network can ultimately automatically learn an intermediate representation of the raw input signal that better suits
the task at hand which in turn leads to improved overall performance. Trigeorgis et al. [38] proposed an end-to-end model for
emotion recognition from raw audio signal. A CNN was used

to extract features from the raw signal which were then fed to
an LSTM network in order to capture the temporal information in the data. Tzirakis et al. [39] recently proposed another
multimodal end-to-end method for emotion recognition. Features were extracted separately from audio and video signals
using two CNNs and then concatenated to form a joint representation, which in turn was fed to a multi-layered LSTM for
classification. Hou et al. [40] proposed a multimodal end-toend setting for speech enhancement. They used two CNNs to
extract features from audio spectrograms and raw video, and
these features were then concatenated and fed into several fully
connected layers to produce an enhanced speech signal. This
work, however, uses only simple concatenation to fuse the two
modalities and does not utilize temporal information which we
solve by incorporating LSTM. Petridis et al. [41] proposed an
end-to-end approach for audio-visual speech recognition. They
extracted features from each modality using a CNN and then fed
these features to modality-specific RNN layers. The modalities
were then fused by feeding the outputs of those RNNs to another
RNN layer.
In this paper, we propose a deep end-to-end neural network
architecture for audio-visual voice activity detection. First, we
extract meaningful features from the raw audio and video signals; for the video signal we employ a ResNet-18 network
[42] as a feature extractor, and for the audio signal we employ a variant of a WaveNet [43] encoder. Then, instead of
merely concatenating the feature vectors extracted from the two
modalities, as is common in most multimodal networks, we
propose to fuse the two vectors into a new joint representation
via a Multimodal Compact Bilinear (MCB) pooling [44] module, which was shown to efficiently and expressively combine
multimodal features. The output of the MCB module is fed to
several stacked LSTM layers in order to explore even further
the temporal relations between samples of the speech signal in
the new representation. Finally, a fully connected layer is used
to perform the classification of each time-frame to speech/nonspeech, and the entire network is trained in a supervised end-toend manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that such an end-to-end approach is applied for voice activity
detection.
The proposed deep end-to-end architecture is evaluated in
the presence of highly non-stationary noises and transient
interferences. Experimental results show the benefits of our
multimodal end-to-end architecture compared to unimodal approaches, and the advantage of audio-video data fusion is thus
demonstrated. Also, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
MCB module for modality fusion compared to a simple concatenation/multiplication of feature vectors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we formulate the problem of voice activity detection and present our dataset. In Section III, we introduce the
proposed multimodal end-to-end architecture. In Section IV,
we demonstrate the performance of the proposed deep endto-end architecture for voice activity detection. Finally, in
Section V, we conclude and offer some directions for future
research.
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II. DATASET AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Problem Formulation
Voice activity detection is a segmentation problem in which
segments of a given speech signal are classified as sections
that contain speech and sections that contain only noise and
interferences. We consider a speech signal recorded via a single
microphone and a video camera simultaneously, pointed at a
front-facing speaker reading an article aloud.
Let a ∈ R and v ∈ RH ×W ×3 be the audio and video signals,
respectively, where H and W are the height and width of each
video frame in pixels, respectively. For alignment of the two
signals, we artificially divide a into frames of length M and
denote each video/audio frame with subscript n.
We use the clean audio signal a to label each time frame
n according to the presence or absence of speech, and then
assign each frame in a and v, with the appropriate label. Our
proposed architecture performs a frame-by-frame classification
for voice activity detection, however, as part of the classification
process of each frame, we also take into account T past frames.
For this reason, we construct from a and v a dataset of N
overlapping sequences of audio and video by concatenating
consecutive frames into sequences of length T . We denote by
Sia and Siv , respectively, the ith audio and video sequences.
Since we only use past frames in the classification process, each
sequence is labeled according to the label of the last frame in the
sequence. That is, the sequence Siv containing the video frames
{vi−14 , vi−13 , vi−12 , . . . , vi } is assigned the label given to ai ,
the ith frame of the audio signal a. Each Sia is then contaminated
with background noises and transient interferences, as described
in Section II-B.
The goal in this study is to classify each frame n as a speech
or non-speech frame.
B. Dataset
We evaluate the proposed deep end-to-end architecture for
voice activity detection using the dataset presented in [34], [36].
The dataset includes audio and video recordings of 11 speakers reading aloud an article. The speakers are instructed to make
natural pauses every few sentences so that the intervals of speech
and non-speech range from several hundred ms to several seconds in length. The video signal v comprises the mouth region
of the speaker, cropped from the original recording. It is processed at 25 frames/s and each frame is 90 × 110 pixels in size.
The audio signal is recorded at 8 kHz with an estimated SNR of
∼ 25 dB, and we artificially divide the signal to frames, where
each frame contains M = 320 audio samples without overlap.
Each of the 11 recordings is 120 seconds long. Each clean audio
recording a is normalized to the range [−1, 1] and each video
recording v is normalized to have zero mean and standard deviation 1 in each of the three R, G, and B channels. We refer the
reader to [34] for more details on the creation of the dataset.
We divide the audio and video recordings, a and v, to overlapping sequences, Sia , Siv , of length T frames. This procedure
produces an overall of ∼ 33, 000 such sequences. Out of the 11
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Algorithm 1: Inject Random Background Noise and Transient Interference.
1:  Init noises and transients lists:
2: Noises : {white Gaussian noise, musical instruments
noise, babble noise, none}
3: Trans : {door-knocks, hammering, keyboard typing,
metronome, scissors, none}
4:
5:  For each sequence Sia in the dataset:
6: for i = 1 → #sequences in dataset do
7:
L ← Length of sequence Sia in frames
8:
 randomly choose noises to inject:
9:
noise ← uniformly random noise from “Noises”
10:
trans ← uniformly random transient from “Trans”
11:
SN R ← uniformly random value from [0,20]
12:
if noise is not “none” then
13:
Rn oise ← random sequence of length L from
noise
14:
Rn oise ← Rn oise /std(Rn oise )  update
Rn oise ’s SNR
15:
Rn oise ← Rn oise × (std(Sia )/(10(S N R /20) )
16:
Sia ← Sia + Rn oise
17:
if trans is not “none” then
18:
Rtr an s ← random sequence of length L from
trans
19:
Sia ← Sia + 2 × Rtr an s
20: return Sia as S̃ia

speakers, we randomly select 8 speakers for the training set, and
the other 3 speakers were used as an evaluation set. Finally, our
training set contains ∼ 24, 000 audio/video sequences and the
evaluation set contains ∼ 9, 000 sequences.
During the construction of the dataset, we randomly add background noise and transient interferences to each clean audio
sequence Sia in the evaluation set according to the following
procedure outlined in Algorithm 1. First, background noise is
randomly selected from one of {white Gaussian noise, musical
instruments noise, babble noise, none} and a transient interference is randomly selected from one of {door-knocks, hammering, keyboard typing, metronome, scissors, none}, all taken
from [45]. Once a background noise and transient were selected
randomly, we randomly choose an SNR in the range [0, 20] and
then Sia is contaminated with the selected noise and transient at
the selected SNR. We denote the contaminated sequence as S̃ia .
This way, our evaluation set contains all possible combinations
of background noises and transients at different SNR levels. For
the training set we use a similar procedure for injecting noise
and transients. However, instead of adding the noise only once
during the construction of the dataset, we inject the noise in
each iteration of the training process. This way, during the entire training process, a specific sequence Sia can be injected with
different combinations of background noise, transient, and SNR
level. Note that in addition to noise injection, augmenting the
video signal or altering the speakers’ voice signals according to
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the injected noise levels (Lombard effect), can be applied to the
same dataset, but this will be explored in future work.
It is worth noting that even though we use the same speech
recordings as in [34], [36], the dataset we construct from them
is somewhat different and significantly more challenging. In
our experiments, each sample of the evaluation set contains a
different mixture of background noise, transient, and SNR. In
contrast, [34], [36] contaminated their evaluation set with only
one background noise and one transient at a predefined SNR in
each experiment.
III. DEEP MULTIMODAL END-TO-END ARCHITECTURE FOR
VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION
Voice activity detection becomes even more challenging in
the presence of transients, which are typically more dominant
than speech due to their short duration, high amplitudes and
fast variations of the spectrum [8]. Specifically, audio features
extracted from frames that contain both speech and transients
are often similar to features extracted from frames that contain
only transients, so that they are often wrongly classified as nonspeech frames. To address this challenge, we introduce a deep
end-to-end neural network architecture, in which meaningful
features are learned from raw audio and video data. The overall
system is trained in an end-to-end manner to predict speech
presence/absence, and hence the learned features are those that
maximize the classification accuracy. We propose to extract such
features from both video and audio using two variants of known
neural networks, ResNet and WaveNet, respectively, which we
will now review. An overview of our deep multimodal endto-end architecture for voice activity detection can be seen in
Fig. 1.
A. Visual Network
In order to extract features from the raw video signal we use
a deep residual network of 18 layers [42] denoted ResNet-18.
Deep ResNets are formed by stacking several residual blocks of
the form:
yk = F (xk , Wk ) + h(xk ),

(1)

where x and y are the input and output of residual block k,
F is the residual block’s function to be learned, and h(xk ) is
either an identity mapping or a linear projection so that the
dimensions of function F and the input x will match. The first
layer of a ResNet-18 model is a 7 × 7 convolutional layer with
64 feature maps, and it is followed by a 3 × 3 max pooling layer.
These two layers are followed by four residual blocks, where
after each residual block a shortcut connection is added. Each
residual block contains two convolutional layers of sizes 3 × 3,
and the outputs of these residual blocks contain 64, 128, 256 and
512 feature maps respectively. After the last residual block, an
average pooling layer is inserted followed by a fully connected
layer performing the classification.
In order to use the ResNet-18 model to generate an embedding
for the video sequence Siv , we drop the last fully connected
layer of the model and use the output of the average pooling
layer as the video embedding which we denote Zv . The average

Fig. 1. Our proposed deep multimodal end-to-end architecture for voice activity detection.

pooling layer has 512 neurons, and thus the size of the produced
embedding Zv in feature space is 512 in length, for each frame
of Siv . Zv has a temporal size of T , to match the temporal
length of Siv so that the overall size of Zv is T × 512. In order
to avoid feeding each image in the sequence Siv to the network
separately in a serial fashion, we concatenate all images into one
batch, with T images, and feed this batch of images to the video
network. The network then operates on all images in a parallel
fashion, which provides substantial reduction of computation
time.
It is worth noting that we also experimented with deeper residual models such as ResNet-50 and ResNet-101. However, they
showed no improvement regarding the task of voice activity detection and some even experienced degradation in performance.
This degradation can perhaps be explained by over-fitting of the
model since these very deep models are usually used for tasks
with hundreds or even thousands of classes whereas voice activity detection is a binary classification problem. These networks
also produce longer embeddings, i.e., 2048 in size. We thus
opted to use a shallower model with 18 layers, which also significantly reduces the memory consumption and computational
load of the overall network.
B. Audio Network
In contrast to most previous machine learning works in audio
processing, in which the first step is to extract hand-crafted
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features from the data, we propose to learn the feature extraction
and classification steps in one jointly trained model for voice
activity detection. The input to our audio network is the sequence
of noisy raw audio signal frames S̃ia . The feature extraction
from the raw audio signal is performed by a WaveNet encoder,
comprised of stacked residual blocks of dilated convolutions,
which exhibit very large receptive fields, and which we will now
review. The WaveNet encoder is designed in such a manner that
enables it to better deal with long-range temporal dependencies
that exist in the audio signal, than ordinary CNN or feed-forward
networks.
1) Dilated Convolution: Convolutions are one of the main
building blocks of modern neural networks. A convolution
layer’s parameters consist of a set of learnable filters {Kq },
that have the same number of dimensions as the input they are
convolved with. During the forward pass, these filters are convolved with the input, computing the dot product between the
entries of the filter and the input to produce a new feature map.
In most modern networks, relatively small filters are often used,
thus each entry of the feature map has only a small receptive
field of the input. In order to increase this receptive field, larger
filters can be used, or many layers of small filters can be stacked,
both at the expense of more burdensome computations. Here,
we opted to use dilated convolutions to increase the receptive
field of each feature map entry, without substantially increasing
the computational cost.
In a dilated convolution, the filter Kq is applied over an
area that is larger than its size by skipping input values with a
predetermined dilation factor. E.g, in the 2-D case, a convolution
operation between a 3 × 3 filter Kq with dilation factor of 2 and
a 2-D input volume I at location (p, o) is given by:
(I ∗ Kq )(p, o) =

1
1



I(p − 2 l, o − 2 m)

l=−1 m =−1

Kq (l + 1, m + 1)

(2)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator. By skipping input
values, a dilated convolution effectively operates on a larger
receptive field than a standard convolution.
In order to increase the receptive field of all feature maps’
entries even further, without increasing the computational load,
several dilated convolutions can be stacked [46]. Notably, a
block constructed of 10 dilated convolutions with exponentially
increasing dilation factors of 1, 2, 4, . . . , 512, has a receptive
field of size 1024 and can be considered a more efficient and
discriminative non-linear counterpart of a 1 × 1024 regular convolution layer. We utilize this property in our implementation
as described in Section III-B2.
2) WaveNet Encoder: WaveNet [43] is a powerful generative approach to probabilistic modeling of raw audio. Recalling
the original WaveNet architecture described in [43], a WaveNet
network is a fully convolutional neural network constructed by
stacked blocks of dilated convolutions, where the convolutional
layers in each block have exponentially growing dilation factors
that allow the receptive field to also grow exponentially with
depth and cover thousands of time-steps. A WaveNet model
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Fig. 2. Left - our WaveNet encoder architecture. Right - the structure of a
dilated residual block.

makes use of both residual [42] and parameterized skip connections throughout the network, which facilitates faster convergence of the model and enables the training of much deeper
models. For more details on the original WaveNet architecture,
we refer the readers to [43].
A WaveNet network is trained to predict the next sample
of audio from a fixed-size input of prior sample values. In this
paper, we use similar building blocks as in WaveNet to construct
a WaveNet encoder that operates on a raw audio signal and,
instead of predicting the next sample, it produces an embedding
Za for each S̃ia . This embedding Za is then used as the feature
vector for the given audio sequence.
Our implementation of a WaveNet encoder consists of a
causal convolution layer followed by four stacked residual
blocks, where each block is constructed by stacking 10 layers of dilated convolutions with exponentially growing dilation
factors, ranging from 1 to 512 in each block. We found in our
experiments that setting a fixed size of 32 channels for all convolution layers allows the model to be expressive enough while
not making the network unnecessarily large. The output of all
residual blocks is then aggregated and fed into a 1-D regular
convolution with a kernel size of 1 and 512 channels so that the
final dimension of Za in feature space is 512. We then finally
apply an adaptive 1-D average pooling which operates on the
temporal dimension, in order to further aggregate the activations
of all residual blocks, and so that the temporal length of the embedding Za will be T , to match that of the video signal. Thus,
the final size of Za is T × 512. Throughout the network, we use
1-D filters of length 2 for all regular and dilated convolutions,
and each convolution layer precedes a ReLU nonlinearity [47].
In Fig. 2 we show our WaveNet encoder overall architecture and
the dilated residual block, which is stacked several times in the
network.
Note that in contrary to the original WaveNet, we do not
use µ-law compounding transformation to quantize the input,
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and instead, we operate on the raw 1-D signal. Moreover, early
experiments did not show any noticeable advantage to the nonlinearity used in [43], comprised of the element-wise multiplication of a tanh and sigmoid functions, over ReLU, so we opted
to use the latter.

TABLE I
TENSOR NOTATIONS AND SIZES OF OUR FINAL MULTIMODAL NETWORK

C. Multimodal Compact Bilinear Pooling
Once the embeddings for the audio and video signals, Za and
Zv , are obtained, via the audio and video networks respectively,
both embeddings are fused to form a joint representation that
is then fed to the classification layers. Here, we propose to rely
on multimodal compact bilinear pooling (MCB) to obtain this
joint representation, rather than on simple concatenation of the
embeddings.
Bilinear pooling is a fusion method for two vectors, f ∈ RB 1
and g ∈ RB 2 , in which the joint representation is simply the
outer product between the two vectors. This allows, in contrast to
an element-wise product or simple concatenation, a multiplicative interaction between all elements of both vectors. Bilinear
pooling models [48] have recently been used for fine-grained
classification tasks [49]. However, their main drawback is their
high dimensionality of B1 × B2 , which can be very large in
most real-life cases and leads to an infeasible number of learnable parameters. For example, in our paper B1 and B2 are the
lengths of the embeddings Za and Zv in feature space, namely
B1 = B2 = 512, which results in a joint representation of length
5122 . This inevitably leads to very high memory consumption
and high computation times and can also result in over-fitting.
Here, we adopt ideas from [50] to the multimodal case for audio and visual modalities, and use MCB to fuse the two embeddings Za and Zv . As discussed in detail in [50], the multimodal
compact bilinear pooling is approximated by projecting the joint
outer product to a lower dimensional space, while also avoiding
computing the outer product directly. This is accomplished via
the count sketch projection function suggested in [51], denoted
as Ψ, which is a method of projecting a vector c ∈ Rm to a
lower dimensional representation ĉ ∈ Rd for d < m. Instead
of applying Ψ directly on the outer product of the two embeddings, we follow [52] which showed that explicitly computing
the outer product of the two vectors can be avoided since the
count sketch of the outer product can be expressed as a convolution of both count sketches. Additionally, the convolution
theorem states that a circular convolution of two discrete signals can be performed with lower asymptotic complexity by
performing multiplication in the frequency domain (note that
linear convolution in the time-domain may be replaced with a
circular convolution by applying a proper zero-padding to the
time-domain signals). Therefore, we project both embeddings
Za and Zv separately to a lower dimensional representation using Ψ and then calculate element-wise products of fast Fourier
transforms (FFT) of the lower dimensional representations.
We apply MCB to Za and Zv to form a joint representation
of the two modalities, denoted Zav . We choose the MCB output
size to be 1024 in feature space, and its temporal size is T so
that the final size of Zav is T × 1024. We then apply batch

The first dimension is always the temporal dimension, and the rest are dimensions in
data/feature space.

normalization before feeding Zav as input to the classification
layers detailed in Section III-D. We note that MCB can easily
be extended and remains effective for more than two modalities
as the fusion of the modalities is achieved by element-wise
product of FFTs. Another advantage to using MCB for vector
fusion is being able to choose the desired size for the joint
vector. In contrast, when feature vectors are fused by simple
concatenation, element-wise multiplication or dot product, the
joint representation is given by the sizes of the feature vectors.
In MCB, the size of the joint representation can be selected
according to performance or computational requirements.
In Section IV we demonstrate the effectiveness of fusing the
two modalities with MCB compared to a simple concatenation
of the embeddings.
D. Classification Layers
The joint embedding Zav produced from the MCB module is
fed to an LSTM block with two layers, each with 1024 cells, to
explore even more temporal information embedded in the speech
signal. We follow a “many-to-one” approach and feed only the
last temporal response of the last LSTM layer, denoted Yav , to
a fully connected layer with 1024 neurons, to match the size of
the last LSTM layer. This fully conected layer is followed by
another fully connected layer with just one neuron representing
the output of the whole network. We apply a sigmoid activation
function, so that the output of that final layer, denoted Outav ,
is constrained to the range of 0–1 and can be considered as the
probability for speech absence/presence.
For regularization purposes, and to avoide over-fitting, due
to the large number of parameters in the network compared to
the number of training examples, we use dropout [53] at several
points in our network. We use a dropout with probability p = 0.5
at the last fully connected layer and dropout with probability
p = 0.2 before and after the MCB module. We also use batch
normalization on the outputs of the audio and video networks
and the MCB module’s output.
We summarize all the tensors in the final implementation of
our multimodal end-to-end network and their sizes in Table I.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Training Process
1) Unimodal Training: Prior to training our deep multimodal end-to-end architecture, we train two unimodal variants
of our architecture, for audio and video. This allows us to initialize our multimodal network with weights from the learned
unimodal networks, which enables the network to converge to a
better minima while also improving convergence speed. To construct the audio unimodal network, we remove the MCB module
from our multimodal architecture and merely feed the audio embedding Za directly to the classification block as described in
Section III-D. Similarly, we construct the video network by removing the MCB and feeding the video embedding Zv directly
to the classification block.
For the training of the visual network, we initialize all the
weights with values from a random normal distribution with zero
mean and variance 0.01, including the weights of the ResNet18 model. In our experiments, we found this leads to better
results than initializing the ResNet-18 from a model that was
pre-trained on, e.g., ImageNet [11]. We feed the network with
sequences of T = 15 video frames, and they are all processed in
parallel as discussed in Section III-A. The produced embedding,
Zv ∈ R15×512 , is fed directly to the classification layers.
Similarly to the visual network, we initialize all the weights
of the audio network with values from a random normal distribution with zero mean and variance 0.01. We feed the WaveNet
encoder with sequences S̃ia of T = 15 raw audio frames, which
corresponds to 4800 audio samples or 0.6 seconds of audio. The
WaveNet encoder produces the embedding Za ∈ R15×512 . As
in the visual network, we feed Za directly to the classification
layers.
We train each network separately for 150 epochs using
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with weight decay of 10−4
and momentum 0.9. We use an initial learning rate of 0.01 and
divide this learning rate by a factor of 10 every 30 epochs. For
the audio network we use a mini-batch of 96 samples and for
the visual network a mini-batch of size 16. As described in
Section III-D, we use dropout on the outputs of the WaveNet
encoder and the ResNet-18 model and also on the last fully
connected layer for regularization of the network.
2) Multimodal Training: Once both unimodal networks are
trained, the classification block of each unimodal network is discarded, and we use the learned weights of the WaveNet encoder
and ResNet-18 modules to initialize the corresponding parts of
the multimodal network. We use MCB with an output size of
1024 to fuse the feature vectors extracted from both modalities.
This joint representation is fed to a similar classification block
used in the unimodal variants. The LSTM and fully connected
layers in the classification block are initialized with random
weights from a random normal distribution with zero mean and
variance 0.01. The entire network is trained in an end-to-end
manner, and the visual and speech networks are fine-tuned. The
multimodal network is trained for an additional 50 epochs using
SGD with weight decay of 10−4 , momentum 0.9 and a fixed
learning rate of 0.001.

Fig. 3. Probability of detection versus probability of false alarm of our unimodal and multimodal architectures (best viewed in color).

For further regularization of the network, and in order to avoid
the exploding gradients problem which can arise in LSTM cells,
we enforce a hard constraint on the norm of the gradients by
scaling it when it exceeds a threshold of 0.5 [54].
B. Evaluation
In order to demonstrate the benefit of the fusion of the audio and video signals for voice activity detection, we evaluated
both the multimodal and the unimodal versions of the proposed
architecture. The unimodal versions are denoted in the plots by
“End-to-End Audio” and “End-to-End Video”, respectively, and
the multimodal version is denoted in the plots by “End-to-End
AV”. The unimodal and multimodal versions are constructed
and trained as described in Section IV-A. The benefit of fusing
the audio and the video modalities is clearly shown in Fig. 3,
where the proposed audio-visual architecture significantly outperforms the unimodal versions. We compare the different networks in the form of receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves, which present the probability of detection versus the
probability of false alarm. We also give the area under the curve
(AUC) measure for each of the architectures.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed deep multimodal end-to-end architecture, we compare it with the competing audio-visual voice activity detectors presented in [34] and
[36]. We evaluated all voice activity detectors on the challenging evaluation set described in Section II-B. In [34], the authors
used only the four largest components of their diffusion mapping to describe the audio/video signals. In our experiments,
we found that using a larger number of components to describe
the signals, can be beneficial. We experimented with a different
number of diffusion mapping components between 4 and 20 and
found that the performance improved up to the level of using
ten components, and increasing the number of components even
further did not provide any additional noticeable improvement
in performance. This can be explained by the more complex
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TABLE II
ACCURACY, PRECISION, RECALL, AND F1-SCORE ON EVALUATION SET FOR
DIFFERENT END-TO-END MULTIMODAL ARCHITECTURES

We denote the proposed architecture as “Shared LSTM” and the architecture in which
we use unimodal LSTMs as “Separate LSTM.”

TABLE III
ACCURACY ON EVALUATION SET FOR DIFFERENT SEQUENCE LENGTHS T FED
INTO OUR END-TO-END MULTIMODAL ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 4. Probability of detection versus probability of false alarm of our multimodal end-to-end architecture and the VADs presented in [34] and [36] (best
viewed in color).

nature of our evaluation set, in which each frame is contaminated with a different combination of background noise, transient interference, and SNR level. We denote the VAD proposed
in [34] using 4,6 and 10 components as “Dov4 AV”, “Dov6
AV” and “Dov10 AV” respectively. The VAD proposed in our
earlier work [36] was found to be superior to all versions of the
VADs presented in [34] and is denoted in the plots by “Ariav
AV”. In Fig. 4 it is clearly shown that the performance of our
proposed deep multimodal end-to-end architecture is superior
to those presented in [34] and [36].
We perform several ablation experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed end-to-end architecture. To
demonstrate the advantages of fusing the embeddings Za and Zv
using the MCB module, we conducted an experiment in which
we replaced the MCB module with a simple vector concatenation, which is standard practice today for multimodal problems.
In another set of experiments, we construct a multimodal network from the two unimodal networks in which we do not
remove the unimodal LSTM layers. Instead, we feed the MCB
module with the outputs of the two unimodal LSTMs and the
joint representation produced by the MCB is fed directly to a
fully connected layer for classification. We denote this architecture as “separate-LSTM”, as opposed to the originally proposed
architecture which we denote in the table as “shared-LSTM”.
Throughout all of the above experiments, the rest of the architecture, including the number of neurons/cells in each layer
and the training procedure remains unchanged. Moreover, since
the MCB’s output size was chosen to be 1024, it matches the
size of the concatenated embedding, so it is a fair comparison
between the two variants. Table II shows the results in terms
of classification accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score on the
evaluation set. It can be seen that fusing the two modalities using
MCB gives better results than a simple concatenation of the feature vectors. Moreover, the architecture with the shared-LSTM
shows better performance, and a possible explanation is that this

way the LSTM can capture the dynamics of the speech signal
which is shared across the modalities.
Furthermore, we experimented with different sequence
lengths T to feed our end-to-end network. We conducted experiments using sequence lengths of T = {15, 30, 45}, which
correspond to 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8 seconds of audio/video. In these
experiments, we used our multimodal networks with MCB architecture. Note that the change of T merely affects the number
of sequences in the training and evaluation sets in a negligible
way, so it is a fair comparison between the different cases. Table III shows the results in terms of classification accuracy on
the evaluation set. As seen in Table III, there is no real advantage
to using longer sequences as input, but the computational cost
and memory consumption are greater, mainly due to the vision
network, and therefore we opted to use a sequence length of
T = 15.
In contrast to our previous work [36], where the network operates on hand-crafted features extracted from the two modalities,
the proposed architecture operates on raw signals to extract the
most suitable features from each modality to the task of voice
activity detection. Moreover, in [36] the features from the two
modalities are merely concatenated before being fed to an autoencoder to exploit the relations between the modalities. However, in our proposed architecture the fusion is performed via an
MCB module which allows for higher order relations between
the two modalities to be exploited.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a deep multimodal end-to-end architecture
for speech detection, which utilizes residual connections and dilated convolutions and operates on raw audio and video signals
to extract meaningful features in which the effect of transients
is reduced. The features from each modality are fused into a
joint representation using MCB which allows higher order relations between the two modalities to be explored. In order to
further exploit the differences in the dynamics between speech
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and the transients, the joint representation is fed into a deep
LSTM. A fully connected layer is added, and the entire network is trained in a supervised manner to perform voice activity
detection. Experimental results have demonstrated that our multimodal end-to-end architecture outperforms unimodal variants
while providing accurate detections even under low SNR conditions and in the presence of challenging types of transients.
Furthermore, the use of MCB for modality fusion has also been
shown to outperform other methods for modality fusion.
Future research directions include applying the proposed endto-end multimodal architecture to different voice-related tasks
such as speech recognition or speech enhancement. Moreover,
we will explore additional methods for noise injection, in which
the video signal is augmented and the speakers’ voices are modified according to the injected noise levels (Lombard effect).
Another direction worth exploring would be to use the
proposed architecture on altogether different modalities, e.g.,
replacing the audio signal with an electrocardiogram (ECG)
signal and training the network to perform ECG related tasks.
This is possible since the architecture operates on raw signals
and therefore does not depend on audio, or image, specific
features.
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